
Thank you for expressing interest in becoming a Local Area

Director with Au Pair International! This guide will outline the

responsibilities of an Area Director and the benefits of

assuming the role in your local community.

Overview of the
Area Director Role 



Providing Support to Existing Participants

Regional Growth & Maintenance

Screening & Interviewing New Host Families

Primary Responsibilities

Answer program-related questions

Ensure potential families have reasonable program expectations

Conduct an in-home interview to screen new host families

Oversee compliance with U.S Department of State regulations  

Document monthly contacts with host family and au pair participants 

Connect/follow up with hosting inquiries in your local area

Grow your region through marketing, networking, and referrals 

Help au pairs adjust to life in the U.S. and the local community

Plan/Execute monthly au pair meetings/activities 

Contact each host family monthly to provide support and guidance

Plan/Execute two Host Family Day gatherings each year 

Answer program-related questions and conduct mediation as needed 

Provide guidance on educational requirement course enrollment

Offer interim room and board to an au pair in case of emergency

Enforcing U.S. Department of State Program Regulations
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Fun

With some time-sensitive exceptions,
most responsibilities can be scheduled
at your convenience! In addition,
required monthly documentation and
quarterly/regulatory training can be
completed from the comfort of your
own home.

Represent Au Pair
International in your local

community and learn first-
hand about the cultures

and traditions of
participants around the

world!
 
 
 

Why Become an 
Area Director

Plan and execute fun excursions in your local
community! Meeting for coffee, attending a baseball
game, or participating in a holiday gift exchange hardly
seem like "work" to most of our Area Directors!

Flexible

Rewarding



Au Pair International has been successfully placing au pair
participants with screened host families since 2002. In that
time, it has been an honor to facilitate thousands of cultural

exchange experiences around the world. However, our
success as an agency would not be possible without the

support and dedication of the amazing team of Local Area
Directors we are privileged to work with. 

 
 

Read their words below to discover why they love the Au Pair
Program just as much as we do.

What I love about API is the support I
receive from management and how
exceptional it makes us at customer
service. I love the program because it

opens up the opportunity for young
people to genuinely experience

American life and culture. My very
favorite thing is knowing how many of

my au pairs remain in contact with their
families for many years and seeing

them going to their au pairs' weddings
and au pairs visiting their families years

later, this shows the strength of the
relationships that are built.

 
Natalie D. - AD in California since 2006 AU PAIR INTERNATIONAL



One of the main things that I love about being an AD is
meeting all the different cultures and personalities of au
pairs. It gets me engaged with them directly even though I
am not a host family. I learn so many unique things and
break stereotypes set in place by society. In addition, I get to
be there for some of the most wonderful experiences for
these young adults and help them get the most out of being
an au pair. 

Another fun aspect of being an Area Director is keeping in
touch through social media to see where they go after their
program time. Some have families, while others are still
exploring another part of the world and learning different
languages. 

Abbe M. - AD in Arizona since 2016
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Testimonials



Being an Area Director with Au Pair
International has been a great way to
support families and au pairs in my
community. I enjoy getting to know
the au pairs and learning about their
cultures and traditions. We try to do
fun activities around holidays for our
monthly meetings like carving
pumpkins in October, making
cookies in December, etc. It's been a
fun experience over the last couple
of years. While I may not spend as
much time with the host families, I
enjoy meeting them and connecting
with other parents in our town as
well. 

Kelly M. - AD in Colorado since 2020

What I love about being an AD is
having the opportunity to meet people
from different countries and cultures.

I love helping au pairs, listening to
their problems, and trying to

encourage them.
 

One of our roles is to organize cultural
exchange activities together. I try to
plan fun meetings such as bowling,

attending games, Halloween-themed
events, etc.

 
Inma S. - AD in Florida since 2018
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Au Pair International is a very personal organization that prioritizes our customers (both host
families and au pairs) and works hard to ensure every match is successful! 

 
The au pair program is an incredible program that benefits both host families and au pairs
alike! Host families gain access to a fantastic childcare solution, while also exposing their

family to a new culture, cuisine, and expanded ideas for raising their children. Au pairs benefit
from the opportunity of (temporarily) living in America, partnering with a new family and

learning new skills with children, making life-long friendships, and expanding their experiences
inside and outside of the home.

 
I love being an Au Pair International Area Director and working closely with host families and
au pairs! It's a unique opportunity to communicate closely with people from around the world

and plan fun monthly gatherings to build community and see beautiful parts of our city. 
 

Dawn E. - AD in Seattle since 2017
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I love the API program because I get to
meet people from different parts of the
world and I get to learn their culture. I
also enjoy it when the au pairs talk
about their host kids and express the
genuine joy they are experiencing taking
care of their kiddos. 

I love this job. Our meetings can be so
much fun. There is so much we can do
like hiking, swimming, lunch out,
watching a play, exploring the island
etc… It never feels like work. Its also
very gratifying for me when the au pairs
and host families reach out to me for
questions, help or resources. I like that I
can help them or point them to the right
direction or person.

Margarita T. - AD in Hawaii since 2016 
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LOCAL AREA DIRECTORS WITH AU PAIR
INTERNATIONAL ARE CONSIDERED 1099
CONTRACTORS, COMPENSATED MONTHLY
PER MATCH SUPPORTED. DEPENDING ON
THE AREA AND LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT
WITH MARKETING/HOST FAMILY
RECRUITMENT, LOCAL AREA DIRECTORS
OVERSEE BETWEEN 1-15 MATCHES PER
MONTH.

DETAILS



I am an Area Director and I have the privilege of introducing Au Pairs from around the world
to America! 

 
Once a month I get to schedule a fun outing that lets each au pair experience a piece of

American culture while we talk about their lives here. Some of my favorite things to plan are
a trip to the pumpkin patch in the fall, a christmas cookie exchange, a summer trip to a food
truck rodeo, and mini golf. While I am getting to know the girls and having a day of fun I am

also answering their questions or helping them navigate relationships with their host
families. Most importantly I am giving them an adult they can trust and come to during their

stay. 
 

Every meeting I come home with new knowledge about faraway places that I can share with
my own kids. My favorite question to ask new au pairs is, “What surprises you the most

about America so far?” Their answers range from how expensive technology is to how many
fast food options we have here. Overall, I love the relationships I build with the Au Pairs in
my cluster and hope to continue my job with Au Pair International for as long as possible!

 
Ashley M. - AD in North Carolina since 2015

Thank you for taking the time to learn more about becoming a Local
Area Director with Au Pair International. Cultural exchange is our

passion and we hope it will become yours!
 

The Au Pair International Family

Local area directors are considered 1099 contractors, compensated monthly per match supported.
Depending on the area and level of involvement with marketing/host family recruitment, Local Area

Directors typically support between 1-15 matches per month. 


